
 

GO GENUINE 
WITH CAT® 
FILTERS 
No matter when or where Cat® filters are 
purchased they have the same consistent high 
quality. Because Cat filters are made better, they 
provide consistent performance to protect your 
engine, drive train, and hydraulic systems. While 
other brands may fit, Cat filters offer the superior 
quality and protection you need to maximize your 
engine and other component system's life.  

https://www.tractors.com.sg/


Other brands may fit, but Cat filters protect your engine, drive train and hydraulic systems and 
components better. Our advanced design delivers maximum filtration efficiency and protection for 
your equipment. For you, that means more uptime and lower owning and operating costs.  

A: No Flexing 
Spiral roving eliminates pleat movement 
and keeps contaminants from working 
their way into the clean side of the filter. 
Testing shows filters with spiral roving 
have 45% lower particle counts than 
others. Other brands often flex as fluid 
travels through them, releasing 
contaminants that can cause wear. 

B: No Bunching 
Acrylic beads rigidly maintain pleat 
spacing and maximize the filter's surface 
area—capturing and holding 
contaminants until the required change 
interval. Pleat bunching is common in 
other brands, allowing contaminants to 
circulate, cause clogging and shorten 
filter life. 

C: No Metal Contamination 
Fiberglass-reinforced nylon center tubes 
eliminate metal contamination and are 30% 
stronger than metal tubes, helping prevent 
collapse during pressure spikes or cold 
starts. In other brands, metal center tubes 
often carry metal contaminants left over 
from manufacturing, which can cause wear. 

D: No Gaps 
Molded end caps completely seal the clean 
side from the dirty side, eliminating gaps and 
keeping contaminants where they belong. 
Other brands have metal end caps glued on 
top of filter pleats—creating gaps that allow 
contaminants to reenter from the clean side.  

 

THE DIFFERENCE IS CLEAR 

Which filter 
performed the 
best in injector 
testing?  

INDUSTRY’S  
THICKEST CANISTER  
 

 
OF SYSTEM FAILURE 

CUTS RISK 

 

INCREASE 
INJECTOR LIFE 
BY 

45% 

 

DECREASES  
COST PER HOUR  
UP TO 

80% vs. 
competitive filters 

TESTED 
 

 
 

LONGER 
50% 



Don’t risk your investment by using other filter and fluid brands. Only Cat filters and fluids are developed, tested and approved 
to the exacting standards of Cat equipment.  

 THE BEST MACHINES DESERVE THE BEST FILTERS 

AIR FILTERS 
Safeguard your equipment 
and operators from dirt and 
contaminants. 

ENGINE OIL FILTERS 
Keep engine parts 
functioning properly to avoid 
efficiency loss and failure. 

HYDRAULIC & 
TRANSMISSION FILTERS 
Extend hydraulic and power train 
component life by reducing 
contamination 

FUEL FILTERS 
Capture the small particles 
that do the most damage to 
engine parts 

Contact us or login to PARTS.CAT.COM to check price now.  

Tractors Singapore Limited 
26 Benoi Sector, Singapore 629858 
Tel: +65 66638890 
Email: parts.tsl@tractors.simedarby.com.sg 
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